
BVCOE ACM Student Chapter 

Application for ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards 2016-2017. Below is a brief description of 

our chapter followed by the applications for the following 4 categories. 

 Outstanding Chapter Activities 

 Outstanding Community Service 

 Outstanding Website 

 Outstanding Recruitment Program 

Institution: Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering 

Address: A 4, Rohtak Road (Near Paschim Vihar East Metro Station) Paschim Vihar, New 

Delhi, Delhi-110063 

Office Bearers: 

Faculty Sponsor: Prof. (Dr.) Vanita Jain (vanita.jain@bharatividyapeeth.edu) 

Faculty Mentor: Ms. Narina Thakur (Computer Science Department), Ms. Shifaly Sharma 

(Electronics and Communication Department) and Ms. Sarita Yadav (Information Technology 

Department) 

Chairperson: Pooja Bharadwaj (poojazb7h@gmail.com) 

Vice Chairperson: Mahesh Mehandiratta (Mahesh.ratta95@gmail.com) 

Program Chair: Abhishek Matlotia (abhi.matlotia@gmail.com) 

Membership Chair: Shivani Mankotia (146.shivani@gmail.com) 

Treasurer: Ghausia Gulrukh (gghausia@gmail.com) 

Secretary: Shivika Arora (shivika21arora@gmail.com) 

Web Master: Uday Upreti (udapra@gmail.com) 

Number of Chapter Members: 240 

Number of Faculty Volunteer: 4 

Number of Student Volunteers: 75 

Website URL: bvcoe.acm.org 

Facebook URL: https://www.facebook.com/acmbvp 

DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOL 

Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering, New Delhi since its establishment in 1999, 

has strived to provide the best engineering education to its students through well qualified and 

dedicated faculty and provision of well-equipped modern labs. 
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The college affiliated to Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, New Delhi, and approved 

by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India, 

BVCOE is steadily striding forward in its quest of establishing itself among the top 

engineering colleges in North India. 

 

The vision of the college is to continuously excel and thus coming together enlivens the 

research themes, creates awareness about upcoming technologies and provide platform to 

budding research workers for achieving their rightful place in the scientific community. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF CHAPTER 

The BVCOE Delhi Student Chapter of the ACM was established in May, 2013 with a goal to 

provide students a better exposure to ideas, knowledge, experience, and trends in computing. The 

chapter aims at creating interest among the students in computer science apart from what they 

learn during the course work. The Chapter organizes various technical events like Programming 

Contests, Technical quizzes, Discussions etc. 

 

ESSAY: Outstanding Student Chapter Website   (http://bvcoe.acm.org/) 

In a world that’s online for the better part of day, websites have become the quintessential 

mouthpiece of any corporation. We at ACM BVP understand the importance of a great website 

in the growth of an organisation. The first thing one observes on the ACM BVP website is a 

picture collage of colourful, happy smiling faces. They are of course, the outspoken members of 

the student chapter, some of them being the student members and others the faculty mentors. 

This visual tribute confirms that the ACM BVP student chapter recognises and appreciates the 

value of each of its members and its first priority is to nurture the skills of each of its members 

and use these skills to take the student chapter forward. 
 

The same page addresses the all important question of, “Why join ACM” along with links to all 

of our hosted events as an earnest attempt to reach out to the student community and make them 

more aware of the multifarious activities they can benefit from. For easy navigation, at the top of 

the webpage, a utility pane is provided with various topics of interest on it. These are the quick 

links for the diverse contents offered by the website. Notably, this area also contains the links of 

the annual fest organised by the student chapter, called ‘ENTHEOS’ and links for other 

upcoming events.  
 

Scrolling down, we see a welcome note to the user which briefly describes the ACM BVP 

Student chapter to the uninitiated. It also describes what we do here, what it feels to be a part of 

an international society, and what are the advantages gained through joining the society. The 

‘About Us’ section describes the global computing society of ACM, its functions and operations 

worldwide and their impact on the people. It also showcases the various events hosted by the 

society. Next we see a carousal of images showing the activities of the student chapter around 

the year. One can easily infer from these images about the popularity of the events by looking at 

the large number of students attending them. 

http://bvcoe.acm.org/


Directly below it, we see the core team members of the student chapter, their respective 

designations and a few words about them. There are also the testimonials of ex-members of the 

society. In the ‘Get in Touch’ section, the user can submit their feedbacks, queries or share a 

pertinent thought or suggestion. Another major factor which leads to the success of the website is 

Search Engine Optimization, which directly impacts how high it appears in the list of websites 

when relevant terms are searched on the search engine. It is a website that ticks all the right 

boxes. It is the perfect riposte to the ACM BVP motive and drive.  

 

 

 


